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Abstract. To increase the sparse knowledge of long-term
Southern Hemisphere (SH) climate variability, we assess
an ensemble of 4 transient simulations over the last 500 yr
performed with a state-of-the-art atmosphere ocean general
circulation model. The model is forced with reconstruc-
tions of solar irradiance, greenhouse gas (GHG) and volcanic
aerosol concentrations. A 1990 control simulation shows that
the model is able to represent the Southern Annular Mode
(SAM), and to some extent the South Pacific Dipole (SPD)
and the Zonal Wave 3 (ZW3). During the past 500 yr we find
that SPD and ZW3 variability remain stable, whereas SAM
shows a significant shift towards its positive state during the
20th century. Regional temperatures over South America are
strongly influenced by changing both GHG concentrations
and volcanic eruptions, whereas precipitation shows no sig-
nificant response to the varying external forcing. For tem-
perature this stands in contrast to proxy records, suggesting
that SH climate is dominated by internal variability rather
than external forcing. The underlying dynamics of the tem-
perature changes generally point to a combination of several
modes, thus, hampering the possibilities of regional recon-
structing the modes from proxy records. The linear imprint
of the external forcing is as expected, i.e. a warming for in-
crease in the combined solar and GHG forcing and a cooling
after volcanic eruptions. Dynamically, only the increase in
SAM with increased combined forcing is simulated.

1 Introduction

Present-day climate in the mid- and high-latitudes of South
America is characterized by a high diversity of weather and
climate patterns due to the considerable meridional extent of
the landmass. The variability of the climate in this area on

interannual to interdecadal scales is not only a result of dis-
tinct topographic features such as the Andes Cordillera, or
the large water masses of the Southern Ocean, but also of a
superposition of various tropical, subtropical and extratrop-
ical atmospheric variability patterns (Garreaud et al., 2009;
Kidson, 1999) such as the Southern Annular Mode (SAM)
(Thompson and Wallace, 2000), South Pacific Dipole (SPD)
(Kiladis and Mo, 1998; Mo, 2000) and the Zonal Wave 3
(ZW3) (Raphael, 2004).

Little, however, is known about climatic changes in the
Southern Hemisphere (SH) during the last millennium in
comparison to the Northern Hemisphere (NH) due to the low
density of proxy records in this area (Villalba et al., 2009).
Nevertheless, the few available records point towards signif-
icant fluctuations in both temperature and precipitation oc-
curring during this time period (Jones and Mann, 2004; Ma-
siokas et al., 2009; Tonello et al., 2009). On this time scale
orbital boundary conditions only changed slightly and thus
internal variability, solar and volcanic forcing played a dom-
inant role before the influence of humans became noticeable
(Jones and Mann, 2004). Thus, this period provides the op-
portunity of placing the recent global climatic change into
a longer term context and evaluating the impact of both the
anthropogenic external forcing (increase in human-generated
greenhouse gasses (GHG) and aerosol mass concentrations)
and the natural external forcing (variations in insolation and
volcanic eruptions). Recently, a first attempt to reconstruct
patterns for southern South America byNeukom et al.(2011,
2010) points to a number of climatic variations occurring
during this time period.

Besides the climate proxy records/reconstructions, simula-
tions of the past using coupled climate models provide a good
opportunity for exploring these variations and distinguish-
ing between the impacts of the external forcing and changes
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Table 1. Overview of the simulations used in this study.

Model Experiment Forcing Ensemble members Model years

CCSM3 Ctrl1990 perpetual 1990 conditions 1 480 yr
CCSM3 Ctrl1500 perpetual 1500 conditions 1 652 yr
CCSM3 TR1a-TR4a transient forcing (see Fig.1) 4 500 yr

1500–2000

in internal variability and links between the two (Yoshimori
et al., 2005; Raible et al., 2006; Gonzalez-Rouco et al., 2011;
Luterbacher et al., 2011).

In this context, the purpose of our study is to investigate
mid- and high-latitudes changes in the atmospheric circula-
tion over the SH, in particular South America. Atmospheric
changes also show feedbacks to the ocean circulation and sea
ice distribution and hence exceed at least regional importance
(Lefebvre et al., 2004; Biastoch et al., 2009). Understanding
past changes in climatic patterns and the dynamics behind
them is key to assessing the possible changes taking place
in the future (Jansen et al., 2007) and providing high quality
advice to societies for mitigation.

This study is based on an ensemble of 4 transient simu-
lations over the last 500 yr from an atmosphere ocean gen-
eral circulation model, i.e. the Climate Community System
Model (Version 3; CCSM3). In a first step, the model’s
ability to simulate present day Southern Hemisphere climate
is presented by comparing a control simulation with con-
stant forcing at 1990 AD levels to reanalysis data from the
ECMWF (ERA-40). Then, the Southern Hemispheric cli-
mate variations of the past half millennium are investigated
using the ensemble simulations. Thereby, changes in the
leading atmospheric modes of internal climate variability –
the SAM, the SPD and the ZW3 – are presented; it is inves-
tigated how temperature and precipitation in specific, proxy
covered areas of South America are linked to the large-scale
atmospheric circulation by a bottom up approach and we in-
vestigate which areas of the mid- and high-latitudes in the
Southern Hemisphere are most sensitive to external forcing.
The focus shall lie on temperature and moisture changes, as
these are the variables most strongly affecting both ecosys-
tems and human societies (Parry et al., 2007) and have the
potential to be registered in various proxy archives.

2 Data, model, and experimental design

Using the low resolution (T31x3) version of the fully coupled
Community Climate System Model Version 3.0.1 (CCSM3),
which was developed at the National Centre for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR) (http://www.ccsm.ucar.edu/models), two
types of simulations were performed for this and further
studies (Yoshimori et al., 2010; Hofer et al., 2011): equi-
librium or control simulations with constant external forcing

and transient runs with time varying forcing. The equilib-
rium simulations are used to provide the initial conditions for
the transient simulations and to generate a reference state for
a stable climate, whereas the transient simulations serve to
evaluate the effects and feedbacks of variations in the exter-
nal forcing on the climate system. For the subsequent analy-
sis only monthly averaged data are considered. An overview
of all experiments conducted is given in Table1. A de-
tailed description and evaluation of the model can be found
in Collins et al.(2006) andYeager et al.(2006).

Two control experiments were integrated for this
study: one integration with constant external forcing corre-
sponding to levels at 1990 AD (CTRL1990) to evaluate the
model performance for present day climate (a detailed analy-
sis of the 1990 CTRL was carried out byYeager et al., 2006),
and a simulation with external forcing at 1500 AD levels.
For the CTRL1990, the 1990 AD control simulation per-
formed by the NCAR was extended by several decades. The
CTRL1500 run was branched from the extended CTRL1990
simulation. In order to allow for adjustments to the changes
in the external forcing, the first 50 yr of the CTRL1500 simu-
lations are not used for analysis. Nevertheless, the simulation
still shows a drift towards a colder climate which corresponds
to an approximately linear trend in the atmosphere and at the
sea surface and exhibits a decrease in strength over time in
the deep ocean (Hofer et al., 2011). In order to minimize the
effect of such artificial trends, all variables are detrended us-
ing a least-squares quadratic fit (seeHofer et al., 2011, for
more details).

In addition to the perpetual CTRL1990 and CTRL1500
simulations, an ensemble of four transient simulations (TR01
to TR04) with time varying forcing from 1500 AD to
2100 AD was conducted. The simulations were branched
from different starting years within CTRL1500 to give dif-
ferent initial conditions at 1500 AD for the TR simulations.
They are driven with reconstructions of the natural forcing,
which consists of solar irradiance variations, volcanic erup-
tions and GHGs for 1500 AD to 2000 AD. A detailed de-
scription of the experimental setup and the external forcing is
given inYoshimori et al.(2010) andHofer et al.(2011). The
main natural and anthropogenic forcings are summarized in
Fig. 1. The transient simulations were detrended prior to
analysis using the same procedure as for the control simu-
lation in order to minimize the effect of the drift in the sim-
ulations, which is mainly due to the long adjustment time of
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(a)

(b)

(c)
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Fig. 1. Natural and anthropogenic forcing from 1500 AD to 2000 AD used for the transient simulations. (a)

Solar irradiance changes according to (Crowley, 2000) scaled to the Lean et al. (1995) reconstruction, (b) CO2

variations reconstructed by Etheridge et al. (1996), (c) CH4 variations by Blunier et al. (1995) and Flueckiger

et al. (2002), and (d) volcanic forcing shown as variations in optical depth (Crowley (2000) scaled to Ammann

and Naveau (2003)).

Table 1. Overview of the simulations used in this study.

Model Experiment Forcing Ensemble members model years

CCSM3 Ctrl1990 perpetual 1990 conditions 1 480 yrs

CCSM3 Ctrl1500 perpetual 1500 conditions 1 652 yrs

CCSM3 TR1a-TR4a transient forcing (see Fig. 1) 1500 -2000 4 500 yrs

20

Fig. 1. Natural and anthropogenic forcing and optical depth from 1500 AD to 2000 AD used for the transient simulations.(a) Solar irradiance
changes according toCrowley (2000) scaled to theLean et al.(1995) reconstruction,(b) CO2 variations reconstructed byEtheridge et al.
(1996), (c) CH4 forcing anomalies based on CH4 concentrations reconstructed byBlunier et al.(1995) and, and(d) volcanic forcing shown
as variations in optical depth (Crowley, 2000, scaled toAmmann and Naveau, 2003).

the deep ocean. This procedure is similar to the one applied
by, e.g.Ammann et al.(2007).

2.1 Observational data

In order to evaluate the performance of the model for
present-day climate, we use the monthly means of the
ERA-40 reanalysis data (Uppala et al., 2005). These
data are interpolated to a resolution of 2.5◦

× 2.5◦ in lat-
itude and longitude and are available for 23 pressure
levels throughout the atmosphere (1000 hPa to 1 hPa) on
the ECMWF website (http://www.ecmwf.int/products/data/
archive/descriptions/e4/index.html).

3 Model evaluation

In this section the ability of CCSM3 to represent the present-
day atmospheric variability modes of the mid- and high-
latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere is evaluated. For this,
the CTRL1990 simulation is compared to reanalysis data
from the ECMWF ERA-40 project. The El Niño Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) shall not be touched on as it has previ-
ously been evaluated byYeager et al.(2006) andCollins et al.
(2006). They find that CCSM3 simulates a qualitatively real-
istic ENSO pattern which, however, occurs too regularly and
at higher frequencies than observed.

3.1 Southern annular mode

SAM is calculated as the leading empirical orthogonal func-
tion (EOF) of the geopotential height field at 850 hPa (Z850)

www.clim-past.net/8/373/2012/ Clim. Past, 8, 373–390, 2012
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Fig. 2. Spatial patterns of (a) the SAM for the CTRL1990 simulation and (b) for ERA-40 reanalysis data; (c) the

SPD for the CTRL1990 simulation and (d) for ERA-40 reanalysis; (e) the ZW3 for the CTRL1990 simulation

and (f) for ERA-40 reanalysis. (a) to (d) are shown as a regression of the time series of the respective mode onto

the Z850hPa field. Units are m per standard deviation change of the index. Only values significant at the 95%

level have been coloured. (e) and (f) show the composite of the spatial anomalies of +/- 1 standard deviations

of the ZW3 index.

21

Fig. 2. Spatial patterns of(a) the SAM for the CTRL1990 simulation and(b) for ERA-40 reanalysis data;(c) the SPD for the CTRL1990
simulation and(d) for ERA-40 reanalysis;(e) the ZW3 for the CTRL1990 simulation and(f) for ERA-40 reanalysis.(a) to (d) are shown as
a regression of the time series of the respective mode onto the Z850hPa field. Units are m per standard deviation change of the index. Only
values significant at the 5 % level have been coloured.(e) and(f) show the composite of the spatial anomalies of±1 standard deviations of
the ZW3 index.
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Fig. 3. Spectra of the monthly (a) SAM index, (b) SPD index and (c) ZW3 index calculated for both the

CTRL1990 simulation (red) and for ERA-40 reanalysis data (blue). The dashed lines indicate the 95% con-

fidence levels based on a Markow red noise spectrum with the same variance for the CTLR1990 simulation

(black) and the ERA-40 data (gray).

Table 2. Regional surface temperatures in the transient simulations for South America (SA1 to SA4) correlated

with the Southern Annular Mode index (SAM), South Pacific Dipole index (SPD) and Zonal Wave 3 index

(ZW3). For each variable and region, respectively, the highest and lowest correlation coefficients of the four

ensemble members are shown. Values significant at the 1% level are labeled with (***), coefficients significant

at the 5% level are marked with (**).

Region SAM SPD ZW3

SA1 0.180 ; 0.204 *** 0.171 ; 0.196 *** 0.360 ; 0.375 ***

SA2 -0.032 ; -0.025 ** 0.160 ; 0.165 *** 0.044 ; 0.071 ***

SA3 -0.114 ; -0.093 *** -0.05 ; -0.031 -0.094 ; -0.062 ***

SA4 -0.110 ; -0.061 *** -0.157 ; -0.124 *** 0.035 ; 0.045 ***

22

Fig. 3. Spectra of the monthly(a) SAM index, (b) SPD index and
(c) ZW3 index calculated for both the CTRL1990 simulation (red)
and for ERA-40 reanalysis data (blue). The dashed lines indicate
the 95 % confidence levels based on a Markow red noise spectrum
with the same variance for the CTLR1990 simulation (black) and
the ERA-40 data (gray).

south of 20◦ S after removing the seasonal cycle and ap-
plying area weighting according toThompson and Wallace
(2000). As the comparison between this method and the one
proposed byGong and Wang(1999) yields a highly signifi-
cant correlation ofr = 0.83 between the modeled indices, the
analysis is restricted to the EOF-method.

Figure 2a and b show the SAM patterns calculated for
CTLR1990 and ERA-40, respectively. The patterns corre-
spond well with a pattern correlation ofr = 0.89. The model
shows a slightly more zonal structure than expected from
ERA-40 where three distinct centers of action are visible.

Also, CCSM3 overestimates the variability explained by
SAM: whereas SAM accounts for 17 % of the variance in the
observed Z850 field, it explains 28 % in CTRL1990. Spectra
calculated for both CTRL1990 and ERA-40 (Fig.3a) show
that for time scales greater than 2 yr, SAM essentially repre-
sents a white-noise process. At higher frequencies, ERA-40
shows a significant peak at approximately 5 months and the
CTRL1990 at 6 months. However, for longer time scales the
CCSM3 overestimates the variability explained by SAM.

3.2 South pacific dipole

The SPD pattern calculated as the second EOF of the
extra-tropical Z850 field is presented in Fig.2c and d for
CTLR1990 and ERA-40, respectively. For ERA-40, the
wave train from the South Pacific into the South Atlantic is
identified, whereas in the model this pattern is not as clearly
expressed. Two centers of action of the simulated pattern
lie to the east of New Zealand and over the Bellingshausen-
Amundsen/Ross Sea, similar to the observations; the third is
shifted south-east with respect to the expected pattern and
connected to the first centre of action. The resulting pat-
tern correlation yields a value ofr = 0.36, which is rather
weak but still statistically significant at the 1 % level. In
ERA-40 this mode accounts for 10.4 %, in CTRL1990 the
value is slightly lower with 7.0 %. Higher order EOFs of
Z850hPa in the CTRL1990 simulations do not resemble the
observed SPD pattern. The spectrum of the SPD index for
ERA-40 (Fig.3b) shows a band of significant variability be-
tween 2 and 20 yr peaking at 8 yr. Similarly, peaks appear
in CTRL1990; however, here the peaks are clearly separated
and do not merge as for ERA-40. Moreover, the simulated
variability of the SPD is less read than observed.

3.3 Zonal Wave 3

The ZW3 is defined as the first EOF of meridional wind
speed at the 500 hPa level (V500), as for SAM removing the
seasonal cycle and applying area weighting. This method
given byYuan and Li(2008) yields similar results to the one
proposed byRaphael(2004). In the CTRL1990, simulation
EOF2 corresponds to the pattern found for EOF1 in ERA-
40 and will therefore subsequently be used to calculate the
ZW3 in the model. The ZW3 patterns for both CTRL1990
and ERA-40 can be seen in Fig.2e and f. The variance ex-
plained by the patterns is very similar, with 11.8 and 9.7 %,
respectively. The CTRL1990 shows a wave number 3 pat-
tern very similar to ERA-40, which is backed up by a high
pattern correlation ofr = 0.71. Spectra (Fig.3c) estimated
for the observed and the simulated indices suggest that, for
time scales greater than one year, the ZW3 is predominantly
a white noise process.

Therefore, we conclude that CCSM3 is generally able to
represent the main spatial and temporal features of the mid-
and high-latitude atmospheric modes well that, however, due

www.clim-past.net/8/373/2012/ Clim. Past, 8, 373–390, 2012
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Fig. 4. Time series (black) of the monthly (a) SAM index, (b) SPD index and (c) ZW3 index calculated

for transient simulations shown as the ensemble mean smoothed with a 12-month running mean (grey) and a

11*12-month running mean (black). The corresponding spectrum is shown on the right hand side (blue) with

the dashed lines indicating the 95% confidence levels of the theoretical Markow red noise spectrum.

Table 3. Regional surface precipitation in the transient simulations for South America (SA1 to SA4) correlated

with the Southern Annular Mode index (SAM), South Pacific Dipole index (SPD) and Zonal Wave 3 index

(ZW3). For each variable and region, respectively, the highest and lowest correlation coefficients of the four

ensemble members are shown. Values significant at the 1% level are labeled with (***), coefficients significant

at the 5% level are marked with (**).

Region SAM SPD ZW3

SA1 -0.299 ; -0.282 *** 0.165 ; 0.168 *** -0.393; -0.353 ***

SA2 0.056 ; 0.091 *** -0.214 ; -0.179 *** 0.049 ; 0.093 ***

SA3 0.031 ; 0.061 ** -0.106 ; -0.074 -0.013 ; 0.014

SA4 -0.028 ; 0.004 0.058 ; 0.086 *** 0.049 ; 0.059 ***

23

Fig. 4. Time series (black) of the monthly(a) SAM index, (b) SPD index and(c) ZW3 index calculated for transient simulations shown
as the ensemble mean smoothed with a 12-month running mean (grey) and an 11× 12-month running mean (black). The corresponding
spectrum is shown on the right hand side (blue) with the dashed lines indicating the 95 % confidence levels of the theoretical Markow red
noise spectrum.

to the biases for both the SPD and the ZW3, these modes
need to be treated with care when further analyzed.

4 Climate variability from 1500 AD to 2000 AD

In Sect.4.1, changes in the atmospheric modes in the tran-
sient simulations are analyzed, Sect.4.2 discusses regional
changes in temperature and precipitation in southern South
America, Sect.4.3 investigates the underlying dynamics
of the temperature and precipitation variations in southern
South America, and Sect.4.4 investigates the effect of exter-
nal forcings.

4.1 Atmospheric modes

Figure4 shows the ensemble mean time series and the stan-
dard deviation of SAM, SPD and ZW3, respectively, which
gives a first impression regarding the impact of the external
forcing on these modes of variability. Additionally, the cor-
responding spectra are presented to investigate the preferred
time scales of the modes.

During the 16th century the ensemble mean SAM index
remains in a generally negative state. Neutral conditions are
simulated between approximately 1650 AD and 1800 AD.

Around 1700 and 1800 AD, pronounced shifts to SAM-
negative conditions occur, both corresponding to strong vol-
canic eruptions. During the latter half of the 19th century and
throughout the 20th century, a positive trend in SAM can be
seen, which is significant at the 5 % level. This corresponds
to recent observations (Thompson and Wallace, 2000) and,
as expected, is related to a strengthening of the mid latitude
westerly winds. The spectrum of the ensemble members re-
veals a peak at approximately 40 yr, which was not present
in the control simulation and the observations.

In contrast to SAM, no significant trends or large shifts can
be seen for SPD and ZW3 indices; however, the SPD does
appear to undergo slight shifts to more negative conditions
during the two strong volcanic events at the beginning of the
19th century. Both spectra, as for CTRL1990, correspond to
white-noise processes.

4.2 Regional change in temperature and precipitation
in southern South America

In order to enable comparisons between the simulations and
proxy records, and to evaluate the causes of regional climatic
variations, four regions in southern South America (SA1
to SA4) were selected by first correlating the temperature
and precipitation time series of single locations throughout

Clim. Past, 8, 373–390, 2012 www.clim-past.net/8/373/2012/
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Fig. 5. Time series of the regional monthly temperature anomalies against the pre-industrial mean smoothed

with a 12-month running mean for illustrative regions in South America. The ensemble mean is shown in black

and the one standard deviation range in grey. The correlation pattern of the respective regional temperature index

with the spatial temperature pattern together with the selected region (blue box) is shown for both CTRL1990

(left maps) and ERA-40 (right maps).

24

Fig. 5. Time series of the regional monthly temperature anomalies against the pre-industrial mean smoothed with a 12-month running mean
for illustrative regions in South America. The ensemble mean is shown in black and the one standard deviation range in grey. The correlation
pattern of the respective regional temperature index with the spatial temperature pattern together with the selected region (blue box) is shown
for both CTRL1990 (left maps) and ERA-40 (right maps).

southern South America, and then the emerging patterns
were grouped into four regions (SA1 to SA4) to maximize
the covariability of each temperature and precipitation within
the region. The regions and correlation patterns for both the
CTRL1990 simulation and ERA-40 can be seen in the small
insets in Figs.5 and6.

The regional temperature anomalies (Fig.5) closely follow
the external forcing signal, with especially the volcanic and
GHG forcing showing pronounced temperature responses
which are most notable in the two most northerly regions

(SA3 and SA4), whereas the impact in Patagonia (SA1)
appears weakest.

Precipitation variations (Fig.6) in contrast are marked by
a high degree of internal variability. No significant shifts or
trends appear in either of the regions throughout the course
of the simulations and no significant relationship between the
external forcing and precipitation variations can be detected.

www.clim-past.net/8/373/2012/ Clim. Past, 8, 373–390, 2012
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Fig. 6. Time series of the regional monthly precipitation anomalies against the pre-industrial mean smoothed

with a 12-month running mean for illustrative regions in South America. The ensemble mean is shown in

black and the one standard deviation range in grey. The correlation pattern of the respective regional precipita-

tion index with the spatial precipitation pattern together with the selected region (blue box) is shown for both

CTRL1990 (left maps) and ERA-40 (right maps).
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Fig. 6. Time series of the regional monthly precipitation anomalies against the pre-industrial mean smoothed with a 12-month running mean
for illustrative regions in South America. The ensemble mean is shown in black and the one standard deviation range in grey. The correlation
pattern of the respective regional precipitation index with the spatial precipitation pattern together with the selected region (blue box) is
shown for both CTRL1990 (left maps) and ERA-40 (right maps).

4.3 Underlying dynamics

When reconstructing atmospheric modes from regional
proxy records, it is crucial that the variations in the record
only reflect changes in the mode and not a combination of
processes. Therefore, we take a bottom-up approach and as-
sess the underlying dynamics of the temperature and precip-
itation changes. For this, a regression analysis between the
normalized regional temperature and precipitation fields and
the Z850 field is carried out. Figure7 shows the emerging

pattern for the ensemble average (the patterns for each TR
simulation were calculated separately and then averaged).

The underlying dynamics of temperature variations in
Patagonia (SA1) show that advection plays an important role
in this area in causing temperature variations. Anomalous
airflow from the north increases temperature, whereas colder
air from the south leads to a decrease in temperature. The at-
mospheric dynamics reflect a combination of the SAM, SPD
and ZW3 patterns, suggesting that a temperature record from
this region does not simply represent a single mode. This is

Clim. Past, 8, 373–390, 2012 www.clim-past.net/8/373/2012/
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Fig. 7. Ensemble average regression coefficients between normalized regional surface temperature (left panel)

and precipitation (right panel) anomalies and Z850. Units are m per one standard deviation change of tempera-

ture or precipitation, respectively.
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Fig. 7. Ensemble average regression coefficients between normalized regional surface temperature (left panel) and precipitation (right panel)
anomalies and Z850. Units are m per one standard deviation change of temperature or precipitation, respectively.
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(a)   Surface Temperature (b)   Surface Pressure

(d)   Sea Surface Temperatures(c)   Precipitation 

(f )   Surface V-winds(e)   Surface U-winds

0 2 4 6 8 10-2-4-6-8-100 1 2 3 4 5-1-2-3-4-5

0 0.4 1.2 2-0.4-0.8-1.2-1.6-2 0.8 1.6

Fig. 8. Regression coefficients between the volcanic forcing and the changes in (a) surface temperature, (b)

surface pressure, (c) precipitation, (d) sea surface temperature, (e) U-winds and (f) V-winds shown as responses

to a change in aerosols by 1 optical depth unit for year 1 after the eruption.

27

Fig. 8. Regression coefficients between the volcanic forcing and the changes in(a)surface temperature,(b) surface pressure,(c)precipitation,
(d) sea surface temperature,(e) zonal surface wind (denoted asU -winds) and(f) meridional surface winds (denoted asV -winds) shown as
responses to a change in aerosols by 1 optical depth unit for year 1 after the eruption.
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(a)   Surface Temperature (b)   Surface Pressure

(d)   Sea Surface Temperatures(c)   Precipitation 

(f )   Surface V-winds(e)   Surface U-winds
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Fig. 9. Regression coefficients of summed GHG and solar forcing and (a) surface temperature, (b) surface

pressure, (c) precipitation, (d) sea surface temperature, (e) U-winds and (f) V-winds after the impact of the

volcanic eruptions was removed. For (c) to (f) only values significant at the 5% level are shaded.
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Fig. 9. Regression coefficients of summed GHG and solar forcing and(a) surface temperature,(b) surface pressure,(c) precipitation,(d) sea
surface temperature,(e) zonal surface winds (denoted asU -winds) and(f) meridional surface winds (denoted asV -winds) after the impact
of the volcanic eruptions was removed. For(c) to (f) only values significant at the 5 % level are shaded.
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Table 2. Regional surface temperatures in the transient simulations for South America (SA1 to SA4) correlated with the Southern Annular
Mode index (SAM), South Pacific Dipole index (SPD) and Zonal Wave 3 index (ZW3). For each variable and region, respectively, the
highest and lowest correlation coefficients of the four ensemble members are shown.

Region SAM SPD ZW3

SA1 0.180 ; 0.204∗∗ 0.171 ; 0.196∗∗ 0.360 ; 0.375∗∗

SA2 −0.032 ;−0.025∗ 0.160 ; 0.165∗∗ 0.044 ; 0.071∗∗

SA3 −0.114 ;−0.093∗∗
−0.05 ;−0.031 −0.094 ;−0.062∗∗

SA4 −0.110 ;−0.061∗∗
−0.157 ;−0.124∗∗ 0.035 ; 0.045∗∗

∗ Coefficients significant at the 5 % level.
∗∗ Coefficients significant at the 1 % level.

supported by the significantly positive correlations with all
three modes (Table2). For SA2, advection again plays an
important role and the dynamics most closely reflect a com-
bination of SPD and ZW3; however, it is not a clear signal.
The correlations appear much weaker; for SAM they lie close
to zero. For both SA3 and SA4, a dipole pattern with oppo-
site poles located in the South Pacific and the South Atlantic
emerges. The correlations suggest that temperature for SA3
is influenced by SAM and SPD; for SA4, all three modes
are significantly correlated with regional temperatures. How-
ever, the underlying dynamical signal indicates that advec-
tion is not sufficient to explain temperature variations in this
region and other processes such as convection or local effects
must play a role. The importance of variations in external
forcing is discussed in the next section.

For precipitation variations a very similar picture emerges.
For Patagonia the underlying dynamics reflect a combination
of the SAM and the SPD; the correlations (Table3) sup-
port this and in addition suggest a significant influence of
the ZW3. Advection plays an important role in this region
and changes in the westerly winds influence the amount of
moisture and, thus, precipitation which reaches Patagonia.
For SA2 the mechanisms are similar, and changes in the ad-
vection of moist air from the west are the main mechanism
for variations in precipitation. In comparison to SA1, how-
ever, a weakening of the influence of the ZW3 is noticeable.
For SA3, a tripole pattern with a positive centre located over
the South Pacific and two negative poles over the South At-
lantic appear. Here, the correlations point towards a weak
but significant influence of SAM and ZW3; however, in this
area further processes presumably play a role than simple
advection such as convection, external forcing or topograph-
ical effects. For SA4, a pattern with poles of opposite signs
over the South Pacific and the South Atlantic emerges similar
to the one found for temperatures in this area; however, the
correlations in contrast only point to a weak impact of SPD
and ZW3 and again the underlying cause of the precipitation
variations is not identifiable from the atmospheric dynamics.

Therefore, in the regions SA1 to SA4 never only a sin-
gle mode is responsible for the regional temperature and

precipitation variations. Rather, the underlying dynamics re-
flect a combination of modes which is especially the case for
SA1 and 2. It seems as though atmospheric dynamics cannot
solely explain variations in SA3 and 4.

In order to faithfully reconstruct changes in the state of an
atmospheric mode, it is a prerequisite that the teleconnection
patterns of the respective mode do not change over time and
the mode’s relationship to regional temperature and precip-
itation remains constant over time. In doing so, 50-yr run-
ning correlations between regional temperature and precipi-
tation and the time series of the modes are analyzed to assess
the stability of the modes. Both for temperature and precip-
itation, the correlations remain constant over time: neither
strong shifts nor reversals in sign are found (not shown). No
marked changes can be seen when reducing the time window
from 50 yr to 30 yr, therefore suggesting that the structure of
the modes and the teleconnections to regional temperature
and precipitation remain fairly constant over the 500 yr ana-
lyzed. Also, the range in the correlations values between the
respective ensemble members is small (Tables2 and3).

4.4 Impact of the external forcing

The external forcing appears to have a strong impact on re-
gional climate in southern South America. For a quantita-
tive analysis we separate the effects of the volcanic eruptions
from the combined GHG and solar forcing. In a first step
the impact of the volcanic eruption was determined, and in
a second step it was removed from the time series of the re-
spective variable. First, the average anomalies for year 1,
year 2 and year 3 after the volcanic event were determined
against the 3 yr mean prior to the eruption. This was done
over the period from 1500 AD to 1620 AD, because during
these years the eruptions are temporally well separated and
the changes in GHG and solar forcing are small. In a next
step, the regression coefficients between the anomalies of
the respective variable in year 1 to 3 and the strength of the
eruption were determined. Then, the impact of the volcanic
eruptions was removed by multiplying the regression coef-
ficients for year 1 to 3 with the time series of the volcanic
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Table 3. Same as Table2 but for precipitation.

Region SAM SPD ZW3

SA1 −0.299 ;−0.282∗∗ 0.165 ; 0.168∗∗
−0.393;−0.353∗∗

SA2 0.056 ; 0.091∗∗
−0.214 ;−0.179∗∗ 0.049 ; 0.093∗∗

SA3 0.031 ; 0.061∗ −0.106 ;−0.074 −0.013 ; 0.014
SA4 −0.028 ; 0.004 0.058 ; 0.086∗∗ 0.049 ; 0.059∗∗

eruptions and subtracting it from the time series of the re-
spective variable. The impact of the combined GHG and
solar forcing was estimated by performing a regression be-
tween the summed solar and GHG forcing and the variable
of interest (e.g. temperature and precipitation).

Starting with the linear response to volcanic eruptions, we
find that during the first year after a volcanic event tempera-
tures over South America and large parts of the SH drop by
an average of 2◦C. The corresponding changes in sea sur-
face temperatures lie around up to 1◦C and are least pro-
nounced over the Southern Ocean. For surface pressure there
is a rather weak response showing similarities to the struc-
ture of SAM in the sector from 90◦ E to 120◦ W. No clear
signals emerge for either zonal or meridional winds; for
precipitation the changes are strong but are difficult to link
to dynamical changes.

An increase in the combined solar and GHG forcing in the
simulations results in an average change in surface tempera-
ture of approximately 2◦C over the Southern Ocean; towards
the tropics and over the large SH landmasses the changes
become more pronounced and range up to 3◦C. The sur-
face pressure changes appear very uniform over the entire
SH; the strongest changes occur over the Southern Ocean
whereas they are weakest over Antarctica. Precipitation sig-
nals are heterogeneous over the SH; over the tropics a general
increase in precipitation can be seen, whereas in the mid-
latitudes an increase in the external forcing generally leads
to slight decrease. Over the margins of Antarctica, in con-
trast, an increase is detected. Over South America a tripole
pattern is found, with increases over the tropical and sub-
tropical areas and the southern tip of South America and de-
creased precipitation over 30–40◦ S. As for surface tempera-
tures, an increase in external forcing levels results in warmer
sea surface temperatures. The response is strongest in the
tropics and weakest over the Southern Ocean due to the ther-
mal inertia in this area. An increase in the external forcing
by 1 W m−2 leads to a weakening of the zonal winds in the
mid-latitudes by approximately 0.7 km h−1 – a small value in
comparison to the large fluctuations taking place in this area.
In the subtropics the zonal wind is increased (around 30◦ S).
At the same time a weakening of the same order of magni-
tude of the equatorial easterlies can be observed. A general
strengthening of the northerly component of the meridional

winds between 45◦ S and 60◦ S is found, which illustrates
that during high forcing situations there is a reduced inflow
to Antarctica. In contrast, the meridional wind component
shows an increase of southerly winds in the subtropics. This
leads to a convergence zone around 35◦ S.

5 Discussion

5.1 Atmospheric modes

The most prominent changes occurring in the modes over the
past 500 yr in the ensemble of simulations can be seen for
the SAM, whereas the SPD and the ZW3 show few notable
changes throughout the simulations.

Changes in the SAM have also been observed during the
last decades (Thompson and Wallace, 2000; Gong and Wang,
1999; Marshall, 2003) and have been attributed to both the
ozone losses and the increase in GHG concentrations (Ar-
blaster and Meehl, 2006), whereby the changes in the upper
atmosphere were mainly driven by ozone and the trends at
the surface were a result of the combined GHG and ozone
forcing. The simulations used in this study neither included
ozone nor aerosols as components of the external forcing.
Nevertheless, the model is still able to reproduce the trends
in the observations. This has also been found in several pre-
vious simulations (Kushner et al., 2001; Rauthe and Paeth,
2004) driven solely with GHGs, thus suggesting that, next
to the important trends in ozone, GHGs also play a role in
the recent SAM trends (Arblaster and Meehl, 2006; Cai and
Cowan, 2007; Roscoe and Haigh, 2007). Indeed, the begin-
ning of the increase in the SAM index corresponds closely to
the increase in GHGs around 1850 AD.

Recently, several reconstructions of SAM variability
(Jones and Widmann, 2003, 2004; Jones et al., 2009) show a
stable SAM index between 1870 AD and 1960 AD. Around
1960 AD a peak in the SAM index is found, which was fol-
lowed by a sharp drop which is especially prominent in the
DJF SAM reconstructions. Thereafter a significant trend in
the index is visible. Neither the monthly SAM index nor the
seasonal indices calculated for the transient simulations show
this behavior. Furthermore, as noted earlier, the increase in
the SAM index in the model began earlier than expected from
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the reconstructions. An intercomparison between the various
methods used is presented inJones et al.(2009).

No significant trends in the SPD can be seen over the
course of the transient simulations. On the one hand this may
be the result of the strong baroclinicity of CCSM3 (Yeager
et al., 2006) preventing tropical and extratropical anomalies
from propagating to the polar latitudes and masking merid-
ional variations. A further possibility may also be given by
the very regular ENSO in the model which also shows no sig-
nificant shifts in variability strength and frequency through-
out the course of the 500 model years. As ENSO also influ-
ences the South Pacific-to-Atlantic wave train (Kiladis and
Mo, 1998), it is thus not surprising that no changes in this
variability mode occur in the model.

No trends in the ZW3 show up as a result of the exter-
nal forcing. This result is consistent withRaphael and Hol-
land(2006) who found that the slightly positive trend in the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data was presumably a result of in-
ternal variability as it could not be verified by any of the
different models they used. Thus, these two modes (ZW3
and SPD) should also not lead to major changes in South-
ern Hemisphere climate over the past 500 model years, even
though the ZW3 appears to have a much greater impact on
climate in southern South America (in CTRL1990 it explains
15 % of temperature and precipitation variability).

Recent work byDing et al.(2011), however, shows that
SST-anomalies in the tropical Pacific, which are not related
to ENSO, influence temperatures over western Antarctica
and the Antarctic Peninsula by modifying the strength of the
Amundsen low through a Rossby wave train originating in
the central tropical Pacific. The Amundsen low is part of the
wave trains of both the SPD and the ZW3; therefore, this re-
sult suggests that, especially in the light of future changes,
changes in these modes may take place even though they
show a strong degree of stability against varying external
forcing throughout our simulations.

The stability of the teleconnection patterns on a month-to-
month basis is another important result of this study espe-
cially in the light of reconstructing the internal variability of
the climate system. Proxy archives and observational data,
however, suggest that the link is not as straightforward and
that changes over time may well occur, e.g. through the mod-
ification of one mode through another. For example,Gregory
and Noone(2008) showed that the ENSO imprint onδ18O
in Antarctic ice cores was modified according to the state
of SAM. A further study byRichard et al.(2001) indicates
that the relationship between ENSO and precipitation pat-
terns has shown a pronounced shift during the last 50 yr over
Africa due to changes in convection over the Indian Ocean.
Marshall(2007) points out a reversal in the SAM – tempera-
ture relationship over East Antarctica which occurred dur-
ing the 1980s due to a change in the long-wave patterns
over Antarctica. Also, the linkage between different proxy
archives is hampered by dating uncertainties, reconstruc-
tion methods and regional changes asWilson et al.(2010)

demonstrate. They showed that a number of ENSO recon-
structions have a similar spectral behavior that, however, the
spatial and temporal consistency is not given. Again this
points to the varying influence of the main modes of inter-
nal variability on remote areas. For the Northern Hemisphere
Raible et al.(2006) find that proxies show notable shifts in
teleconnectivity especially during the Maunder Minimum,
which partly explain changes in temperature and precipita-
tion. In contrast, their model (CCSM2.0 which is the precur-
sor model of the one used for this study) showed much more
stable teleconnections for both a perpetual CTRL1990 and a
future projection. Therefore, even though the model used for
this study points towards stable teleconnections, a number of
proxy and observational records do not; hence, the results of
this study need to be treated with caution and require further
investigation.

5.2 Regional temperature and precipitation
reconstructions

To date not many temperature and precipitation reconstruc-
tions from the mid and high latitude SH exist. Two re-
cently published studies (Neukom et al., 2011, 2010) take
a multi-proxy approach for reconstructing southern South-
American temperature and precipitation fields and reach
back to 900 AD and 1500 AD, respectively. These recon-
structions provide intriguing possibilities for comparison
with the model results of this study. Their reconstruction area
for both variables encompasses the land masses of southern
South America south of 20◦ S, thus corresponding to a com-
pilation of the regions SA1, SA2 and the southernmost parts
of SA3 and SA4. Their studies suggest major variations in
southern South America temperatures during the past 500 yr
and that additionally the seasonal time series of temperature
differed significantly.

The regional time series for the model ensemble simu-
lations do not show the prominent changes that the proxy
records suggest. Also, the differences between the sum-
mer and the winter season appear much less pronounced.
The simulated records show very little variability on both
seasonal and year-round time scales and appear to react
rather to the increase in GHGs and the decreased radiative
forcing during volcanic events which stands in contrast to
the reconstructions.

The precipitation reconstructions (Neukom et al., 2010)
again present a distinctly different picture for the winter
and summer seasons; however, in comparison to the tem-
perature fluctuations, precipitation values show much more
consistent patterns. The annual precipitation reconstructions
by Tonello et al.(2009) also indicate that precipitation in
southern South America was highly variable during the past
centuries. This strong variability, however, is not apparent
in the modeled temperature records. Precipitation remains
fairly stable throughout the simulations, and no prominent
shifts or significant trends emerge such as can be seen in
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the proxy records, suggesting that precipitation in southern
South America in CCSM3 is fairly robust against changes
in external forcing. This again may be related to the small
changes in strength of the westerly winds throughout the
course of the simulations.

5.3 Impact of the external forcing

The modeled temperature changes in South America appear
to relate mainly to a combination of the GHG and volcanic
forcing. Unlike these findings, precipitation levels do not ap-
pear to be affected by changes in external forcing but also do
not show a clear linkage to any of the variability modes. This
stands in contrast to the clear linkages between the regional
precipitation and modes such as SAM or ENSO (Garreaud
et al., 2009) appearing in observations. One of the problems
may be the resolution of the model reducing the impact of
the variability modes and increasing the impact of the exter-
nal forcing in the case of temperature variability. The low
resolution also reduces the complexity of the topography,
which is an important factor in representing regional climatic
variations accurately. A further effect damping the regional
climate variations may be the lacking changes in oceanic
variability. The areas that were analyzed in this study are
all surrounded to a large degree by large water masses and
thus influenced by variability in oceanic parameters such as
currents or temperatures.

It can be seen that changes in the GHG and solar forcing
lead to significant changes in Southern Hemisphere climate.
As expected from basic physical principles, an increase in the
radiative forcing results in an increase in temperature. These
are least pronounced in the Southern Ocean section due to
the large heat capacity of this huge water mass. Also, as it
is an area of widespread upwelling, temperature changes are
masked by cold deep waters returning to the surface here.
Due to the weak changes in external forcing during the first
350 yr of the simulations (less than 0.5 W m−2), internal vari-
ability presumably masks the impacts of the changes in ex-
ternal forcing. The changes in the atmospheric dynamics
show a less clear picture than the temperature changes. For
the last 150 yr the results suggest GHG and solar forcing in-
creases lead to a pressure increase over the mid-latitudes,
whereas a very slight deepening of pressure over Antarc-
tica takes place. This pattern corresponds to the increased
SAM index that can be seen for both the transient simula-
tions and observational data (Marshall, 2003). One effect ex-
pected due to these changes in pressure would be an increase
in mid-latitude westerly winds. This, however, is not found
in our simulations. The changes in the westerly winds are
very small in comparison to the year-round and interannual
fluctuations and thus suggest that the Southern Hemisphere
westerlies in the model appear fairly robust against the forc-
ing. This corresponds to results for the Southern Annular
Mode where it was noted that a strengthening and southward
shift in the westerly winds can only be observed during the

last years of the transient simulations. One problem in this
context is presumably the low resolution of the model. The
observed recent poleward shifts of the westerlies noted by
e.g.Biastoch et al.(2009) take place on sub-grid scales of our
model; thus, even if the model was able to correctly represent
the dynamics behind the shift, it would not be able to actu-
ally show the shift. Also, it is believed that ozone is one ma-
jor contributor to the strengthening of the winds; the model
used for this study, however, does not incorporate ozone
changes. The pattern for the meridional winds corresponds
well to the changes for geopotential height. An increase in
the northward component over the Southern Ocean can be
seen, whereas a slight southward increase of the winds occurs
over the mid-latitudes. This pattern corresponds to the mech-
anism noted byHall and Visbeck(2002); however, it comes
without the increase in the westerlies which has been simu-
lated by a large range of models (Fyfe and Saenko, 2006).

6 Conclusions

In this study several different approaches were taken to char-
acterize the climate change in the Southern Hemisphere mid-
and high-latitudes, in particular over South America, over the
past 500 yr as an ensemble of simulations conducted with
CCSM3 with time varying external forcing.

Firstly, changes in the main modes of variability were eval-
uated by estimating the patterns for the CTRL1990 simula-
tion and then projecting them onto the transient simulations
to obtain a measure of the state of the mode. No changes
were found for the SPD and the ZW3 and the patterns re-
mained robust throughout the simulations. This, however,
does not exclude that changes in the future with even higher
GHG levels may occur.

However, we found that a shift in the SAM occurred dur-
ing the last century of the simulations. It is related to an in-
crease in pressure over the mid-latitudes increasing the gra-
dient between the mid- and high-latitudes. An increase in the
strength of the Southern Hemisphere westerlies and a pole-
ward shift of the wind system does not occur until the end of
the 20th century. The changes in the SAM correspond to a
variety of recent observation but also model simulations. It
is important to note that the simulations conducted for this
study did not use ozone forcing; thus, one important result
is that the recently observed changes in SAM may at least in
part be driven by GHG changes.

A further important result is the stability of the teleconnec-
tion patterns with regional climate in the mid latitude South-
ern Hemisphere over time. No significant changes in the
correlations between regional temperature and precipitation
and the respective modes of atmospheric variability could be
seen. The stability of the teleconnections provides helpful
conclusions for the proxy community as it suggests the spa-
tial patterns of the modes remained the same over time, and
thus could provide the opportunity for reliably reconstructing
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the atmospheric variability modes over time, as previously
done, e.g. ENSO or SAM. However, as discussed in the pre-
vious section, these results need to be treated with care, as a
stronger external forcing may well change the teleconnection
patterns, and they may be biased by errors in the model.

In this model, regional temperature changes are dominated
by the changes in the external forcing, i.e. the increase in
the GHGs during the last century and volcanic eruptions
throughout the course of the simulations. No significant
trends or shifts in precipitation are found for either of the
analyzed regions. The underlying dynamics of the regional
temperature variations rarely point to only one single atmo-
spheric mode; mostly, at least two modes are involved in
changes of the geopotential height field at 850 hPa. For pre-
cipitation, however, the influence of the SAM on the variabil-
ity can clearly be seen which is associated with the strength
and position of the mid latitude storm tracks influencing the
amounts of regional precipitation.

However, as noted previously, especially temperature
rarely reflects only a single mode of variability, but rather
a combination of modes, i.e. SAM, SPD and ZW3, as can,
for example, be seen for Patagonia (SA1), thus making it
hard to find distinct locations or regions which solely reflect
the signal of only one mode. Hence, one important conclu-
sion of this study is that much care needs to be taken when
reconstructing Southern Hemisphere variability modes from
precipitation or temperature proxies, as the inferred signals
may be an overlap of several different dynamical modes.

The impact of the combined external forcing, i.e. solar and
GHG forcing, after the impact of the volcanic eruptions has
been removed, shows that an increase in the external forcing
results in an increase of both surface and sea surface temper-
ature, which is most pronounced over the mid and tropical
latitudes, whereas the weakest changes can be seen over the
Southern Ocean. Consistent with the temperature increase
in the Southern Hemisphere, a decrease in sea ice concen-
tration, especially at the margins, can be seen for most of
Antarctica. No large changes in the zonal winds are de-
tected; however, for the meridional winds a strengthening
of the northerly component close to Antarctica can be ob-
served. Furthermore, geopotential height increases with a
shift in the external forcing to higher values, which at least
partly explains the increase in the SAM index over this pe-
riod. The changes in precipitation are very regional; how-
ever, in general, an increase in precipitation over the mid-
latitude continents occurs with increasing forcing.

It would be interesting to now carry out the same analyses
on a whole set of models (e.g. the upcoming PMIP3 simula-
tions) to extract robust results and to assess uncertainties of
the individual models. Also, this study used the coarse reso-
lution version of CCSM3; an increase in resolution of 1◦

× 1◦

could lead to an improvement of the results. In addition, it
would be intriguing to perform simulations which reached
further into the past to see how Southern Hemisphere atmo-
spheric variability change, e.g. throughout the Holocene, and

whether teleconnection patterns remain stable under stronger
external forcing and in a different model set. Of course, a fur-
ther related step would be to assess the evolution of variabil-
ity of the modes with increasing external forcing applying
different scenarios.

Then, further emphasis should be laid on connecting the
proxy records and extending the network of reconstructions.
Once more records exist, it would be interesting to perform
a set of simulations with data assimilation where the recon-
structions serve as described byGoosse et al.(2006) to in-
crease the currently, in comparison to the NH, limited knowl-
edge on climate variability in the mid- and high-latitudes of
the SH.
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